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Introduction 
 
Throughout its history, the pipe organ has captivated those in the liturgical, 
musical, and technological fields.  Since its invention by the Greeks in the first few 
centuries of the Common Era, this instrument was regarded, along with the clock, as the 
“most complex of all mechanical instruments developed before the Industrial 
Revolution.”1  Early pipe organs operated through the use of a hydraulic system, which 
used water pressure to control the flow of air through the organ’s pipes in order to 
produce sound.  In the sixth century, sets of bellows replaced such mechanisms.  Though 
not originally considered a sacred instrument by its creators, the organ began appearing in 
churches during the tenth century.  By the year 1400, large, immovable pipe organs had 
become an expected feature of both Catholic and Protestant liturgical music.2   
Despite inheriting practices of organ construction from Dutch and Italian schools, 
the French pipe organ became independent of foreign influence around 1650 and 
continued to evolve apart from these other traditions both in repertoire and timbre.3  Its 
status as a religious tool was further established in the Baroque era.  The Ceremoniale 
episcoporum, issued by the Vatican in 1600, controlled when and how the organ would 
officially participate in the various chants of the mass.4  The continued use of this decree, 
in addition to other ceremonials written later in the seventeenth century, exemplified the 
control of the Roman Catholic Church over the organ and the organ’s strong liturgical 
identity.  As the eighteenth century began, this instrument was undoubtedly a tool of 
French Catholicism, just as it had been a mechanical marvel centuries before.   
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Many musicologists have paid great attention to the repertory and history of the 
pipe organ as it developed in Christian worship.  There is no shortage of scholarly 
literature regarding the great Johann Sebastian Bach and the more general role and effects 
of the pipe organ in the Germanic Protestant tradition.  Studies of the French pipe organ, 
though far from neglected, are less varied.  Some articles and books describe the use of 
the organ in the Catholic mass, while others study the construction, registration, and 
sound of the French organ during different periods of its history.  For example, Fenner 
Douglass’ The Language of the Classical French Organ:  a Musical Tradition Before 
1800 (New Haven:  Yale University Press, 1969) paints a picture of the organ’s acoustic 
characteristics during the eighteenth century.  A fairly wide range of works discuss the 
French Romantic tradition found in the compositions of Franck and Widor or speak to the 
restorative work of nineteenth-century organ builder Aristide Cavaillé-Coll.5  These 
studies present excellent information and analysis regarding French organ construction 
and certain periods of its repertoire.  However, studies of eighteenth-century French 
organ practices and the relationship between the instrument and its listeners are difficult 
to find.  Few works discuss how the French felt about the organ, how they reacted to the 
organ, and if the organ could be an indication of a larger French identity. 
This honors thesis works to contribute to this gap in the history of the pipe organ 
(and, simultaneously, that of the French people and their culture) through an examination 
of the cultural history of the pipe organ.  Cultural history is a qualitative approach which 
attempts to analyze the culture of a group of people through the interpretation of 
representative symbols within the social and political context of a specific time period.  
As such, this attitude approaches a style similar to that of literary analysis,6 and often 
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emerges as an interdisciplinary study.  Historian Robert Darnton describes this process 
when he notes that,  
“To understand a culture, then, is above all to retrace the 
significations invested in the symbolic forms culture makes use of.  There 
is only one way to do this:  to go ‘back and forth between texts and 
contexts’; to compare each specific and localized use of one symbol or 
another to the world of significance that lends it meaning.”7   
This idea results in a study of the object itself, but more importantly reveals a 
multiplicity of hidden meanings behind the object and its role in the “‘concretion of 
identity’ for particular groups.”8  Thus, cultural history focuses on one object but raises 
questions regarding political, social, and religious factors, as well as the identity of a 
people. 
One example of such a study is Roland Barthes’ book, Mythologies (1957).  In his 
text, Barthes takes objects found in everyday French life and studies not only their 
physical and literal presence (signifiant, as he terms it), but also the hidden cultural 
implications behind these objects (the signifié).  Once the dual nature of an object is 
identified, Barthes terms it a signe and uses this ‘sign’ to extrapolate about the French 
culture of his time.9  For example, Barthes identifies wine not only as a red-colored 
alcoholic beverage, but as a fundamental part of every French meal and an indicant of 
French societal structure.10  Wine is a liquid, but also symbolizes a social skill: “savoir 
boire est une technique nationale qui sert à qualifier le Français, à prouver à la fois son 
pouvoir de performance, son contrôle et sa sociabilitéa.”11  Barthes further develops his 
                                                 
a
 “to know how to drink is a national technique which serves to define the French citizen, to prove his 
power of performance, his control, and his sociability all at once” 
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analysis by studying the unique relationship of wine to each social class and contrasting 
its significance with milk’s importance for American identity.  Similarly, this thesis will 
use the pipe organ as a starting point and examine it from a number of directions to reveal 
its significance for the people of eighteenth-century France. 
Cultural historical analysis is also sometimes applied in the field of music history.  
In her book The Nation’s Image:  French Grand Opera as Politics and Politicized Art 
(New York:  University of Cambridge Press, 1987), Jane Fulcher studies the Parisian 
Opéra during the nineteenth century and its relationship to its public and the French 
government.  Rather than analyzing the music of French operas, Fulcher researches 
factors such as the philosophical and political influences over changes in operatic style, 
the groups who controlled the Opéra’s repertoire, the sources of the Opéra’s income, the 
mise-en-scène of various major performances, the arrangement of the theater, and the 
level of audience reaction to or participation in the performances.  Through her research 
in these areas, Fulcher traces the influence of the nineteenth-century political forces over 
the Opéra and, furthermore, identifies ways in which opera and opera patrons influenced 
the politics and social norms of the time.   
Inspired by examples such as Fulcher’s study, this thesis endeavors to explain 
how the pipe organ related to aspects of the social and religious identity shifts present in 
eighteenth-century Paris, focusing on the new philosophies of the Enlightenment, the 
tensions between the Church and the people, and the rise of a critical public in the artistic 
and musical world.  Factors under analysis will include not only the organ’s repertoire in 
secular and sacred settings, but also any religious or political control over this repertoire, 
the spatial organization of pipe organs in concert halls and churches, and the reactions of 
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the audience to the organ music. What are the religious and political purposes behind the 
construction and use of a pipe organ, and how do they change throughout the century?  
How does space, decoration, or specific music contribute to the people’s understanding of 
the pipe organ?  Which identities does the organ reflect or construct?  Are there 
indications of a vocal, critical, or emotionally responsive public surrounding the organ?  
Answers to questions like these indicate that the pipe organ held a significant role in the 
culture of Paris during this time.  Though the pipe organ was constricted by its place as a 
religious icon, its music and presence were able to work within these constraints to reflect 
and contribute to the formation of an Enlightened Paris in eighteenth-century France. 
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“Go and spend a year in Paris.   
Soon you will be all you can ever be,  
or else you will never be anything at all.”1 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau  
  
Chapter One:  Paris, Music, and the Enlightenment 
 
During the eighteenth century, the Parisian pipe organ existed in a specific social, 
religious, and cultural climate.  Though its place in the Catholic mass had been 
established for centuries, the people’s perceptions of the pipe organ certainly depended 
on the ideologies and traditions of the day.  This chapter will contribute to the 
interpretation of the pipe organ’s significance by placing it in its proper context and 
allowing for a future explanation of parallels between the pipe organ and other cultural 
themes.  Religious and social factors, especially in connection with the changes and 
innovations of the Enlightenment, all suggest a certain tension in the pipe organ’s 
relationship to both music and the Church. 
Paris:  the Home of the Enlightenment 
 In the seventeenth century, the palace of Versailles was renowned as the political 
and cultural center of France.  As an absolutist ruler, Louis XIV and his court were 
looked to by their French subjects as the sole authority on all matters.  However, during 
the eighteenth century, Paris rivaled Versailles as a center of learning, culture, and style.2  
Eighteenth-century author Louis-Sébastien Mercier noted that  
“the word ‘Court’ no longer deceives us as it did in the days of Louis 
XIV…the verdict of the Court is merely quashed, and we just say:  ‘They 
don’t know anything about it at Versailles; they have no ideas on the 
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subject; they could not have any; they have, in short, no conception about 
the matter at all.’”3   
While the court continued to be situated at Versailles, many Frenchmen were now 
more drawn to the capital than the king’s palace.  A multitude of people flocked from 
their country homes to set up residence in the Paris.4  This resulted in a wide variety of 
both cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds in the city.  Jean-Jacques Rousseau noted 
that Paris was “perhaps the city in the world where fortunes are most unequal and where 
flaunting wealth and the most appalling poverty dwell together.”5  The bourgeoisie, a 
diverse middle-class group of fairly prosperous Parisians, were able to live comfortable 
and active lives in the nation’s capital.  This group consisted of those who made money 
through either commerce or professions in such fields as medicine, law, and scholarship.6  
On the other hand, more than half of Paris’ citizens were living in poverty; the average 
hired worker in Paris earned a meager salary of about 40 sous a day.7  Given the eclectic 
mix of Paris and its growing importance as the center of France, Parisian pipe organs 
existed not in the world of the King, but in the world of the people. 
Paris was becoming not only the center of the French population, but the center of 
new artistic and philosophic movements.  A revolutionary school of thought dominating 
Paris during the eighteenth century was the Enlightenment, driven by the ideas and 
theories of the philosophes.  Thinkers such as Denis Diderot, Jean le Rond d’Alembert, 
l’Abbé de Condillac, the Marquis de Condorcet, and Rousseau invited the Age of Reason 
into Paris through their many publications and discussions.  This new wave of philosophy 
encouraged a major intellectual upheaval of the previously accepted order of power, 
including the absolute authority of the Church and state.   
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First, thinkers of the Enlightenment focused on the critical and rational powers of 
the individual.  Previously, man had been considered a sinful and weak being, in need of 
the guidance of a higher political or religious institution.  In France, such authority came 
from the Catholic Church; as an instrument used in the Catholic mass, the organ would 
have immediately been associated with this supposedly omniscient establishment.  
However, the philosophers turned away from absolutism and believed that man “could 
create, conquer, [and] dominate nature.  Reason…revealed to him immense horizons of 
activity and hope.”8  Philosophers encouraged their fellow human beings to focus on their 
own powers of common sense and rationalism rather than rely on the authority of a 
higher power.  Furthermore, philosophers believed in man’s ability to improve himself 
through the use of his own reason, an idea known as “rational optimism.”9   
This newfound faith in man’s capacity to reason impacted the world in a number 
of ways.  An interest in the sciences emerged during this period; natural history was 
studied critically, rather than being taken from Genesis or other parts of the Bible.  In 
order to facilitate such a study, the modern scientific method was established and 
scientific experimentation greatly increased.10  This interest in organization, 
characterization, and discovery also carried over into works of the philosophes.  Perhaps 
the most perfect example of this is found in Diderot’s Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire 
raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers.  Beginning with a single volume and a 
Discours Préliminaire published in 1751,11 this encyclopedia grew to seventeen volumes 
of articles and eleven volumes of diagrams by 1772.  Diderot and 140 of his fellow 
enlightened thinkers wrote 72,000 articles on topics ranging from the natural sciences to 
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art to philosophy.12  The Discours préliminaire of the Encyclopédie describes its goal in 
two parts: 
“comme Encyclopédie, il doit exposer autant qu’il est possible, 
l’ordre & l’enchaînement des connoissances [sic] humaines:  comme 
Dictionnaire raisonné des Sciences, des Arts & des Métiers, il doit 
contenir sur chaque Science & sur chaque Art, soit libéral, soit 
méchanique [sic], les principes généraux qui en sont la base, & les détails 
les plus essentiels, qui en font le corps & la substancesa.”13 
Diderot’s emphasis on such a systematic and organized record of human knowledge 
exemplifies the prevailing rational thought of the time.  Works such as Condillac’s 
Treatise on Systems (1749) and Treatise on Sensations (1754) are other examples of this 
need to scientifically study and record human knowledge.14  
 Another topic of interest to the philosophes was the idea and influence of 
sensations.  Whereas seventeenth-century philosopher René Descartes had preached that 
everything must be proven by rational deduction, eighteenth-century thinkers emphasized 
sensations as the root of human understanding.  Man’s power to analyze, reason, and 
discover truth all stemmed from his one innate power—the ability to feel and observe.15  
Condillac speaks to this in his Treatise on Sensations (1754); at birth, the mind is blank, 
but once the senses take hold man can “acquire attention, comparison, memory, 
judgment, generalization.”16  The Encyclopédie reinforces this idea in its Discours 
préliminaire:  “Toutes nos connoissances [sic] directes se réduisent à celle que nous 
recevons par les sens; d’où il s’ensuit que c’est à nos sensations que nous devons toutes 
                                                 
a
 “as an encyclopedia, it should explain, as far as possible, the order and sequence of human knowledge:  as 
a dictionary, it should contain the general basic principles and most essential details which make up the 
body and substance of each science and each art, either liberal or mechanical” 
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nos idéesb.”17  This method of receiving and processing information confirms the ability 
of the individual to think and discover truths independently of the formerly lauded 
establishments, despite differing levels of formal education or scholarship.  The 
relationship between man and sensations becomes paramount in his quest for 
enlightenment. 
 Other philosophers dealt with the connection between humans, the natural world, 
and their individual natures not through sensation, but through sentiment.  For example, 
Rousseau developed the implications of this “philosophy of sentiment”18 through his 
many novels.  Rather than relying on sensations to arrive at scientific knowledge, the 
philosophy of sentiment encouraged the individual to change “at will its ideas, its 
sentiments and its pleasures!  Unhampered in its service of nature, it gives itself up to the 
effect and does not reason about the cause.  It rejoices, it weeps, it admires.”19  This 
emphasis on sentimentality and emotional reactions to exterior influences played a major 
role in both the moral and artistic tone of the time.  For example, the characters in many 
of Rousseau’s novels live “not by [their] reason but by [their] heart”20 and make moral 
decisions based on their innate feelings of right and wrong rather than within the confines 
of a certain predefined religious or moral code.21  While this emphasis on sentiment may 
seem far from Condillac’s theories on the importance of sensation, each underlines the 
personal experience of the individual and his ability to react to his environment. 
Influences of the Enlightenment on Previously Established Institutions 
 These new philosophies of thought had a large impact on opinions towards the 
institutions of the day.  Emphasis on man’s ability to observe and reason led to 
                                                 
b
 “All of our direct knowledge originates from that which we receive by the senses; it follows, therefore, 
that we owe all of our ideas to our sensations” 
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discussions of self-government among philosophers and intellectuals.  Treatises such as 
Rousseau’s Social Contract questioned the monarchy and current political structure, 
favoring a more democratic style of government resting on the autonomy of the people.22  
Though the monarchy maintained power until the Revolution at the end of the eighteenth 
century, this rejection of the divine right of kings was revolutionary for the time.   
More pertinent to the perceptions of the pipe organ was the questioning of the 
authority of the Church resulting from Enlightenment principles.  The dogmatic traditions 
and inerrancy of religious leaders in Parisian Catholic churches went against the 
emphasis on the individual that most philosophers proclaimed.  Instead, many 
Enlightenment leaders promoted Deism, a new religion founded in Christianity but 
distanced from the Catholic tradition.  For the Deists, God created the world, man, and 
conscience, but did not require strict adherence to dogmatic tradition or belief in a certain 
set of supernatural events.  As such, morality was based on being compassionate towards 
one’s fellow man rather than following the dictates of Catholic law.23  Furthermore, many 
philosophers proclaimed the importance of religious tolerance over the idea of one 
correct way of religious participation.  Works such as l’Affaire Calas by Voltaire 
condemned persecution of French Protestants and emphasized religious freedom for all.24  
These ideas were a stark contrast to the power of the Catholic Church at the time, and 
thus put into question the relationship between the philosophes and the pipe organ.  
Would they regard it as a religious icon to be rejected, or a creator of sensations to be 
celebrated? 
 Though not all Parisians were followers of the philosophers, this rejection of 
organized religion and piety translated to an ambivalence towards religion in the French 
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capital.  Paris was an interesting blend of “’libertinage, deism and 
irreligion’…[and]…’sound, true and robust piety.’”25  The majority of Parisians attended 
Sunday mass and participated in feast days such as Easter; however, most were pushed to 
participate in masses more by social pressure rather than religious obligation.  Even organ 
builder Dom Bédos de Celles notes this trend in his organ treatise when he says, “The 
scant religious belief which is displayed in our time may thus be heaping ridicule on [the 
organ’s] tones, which are the constant background to boredom in church, where social 
considerations still incline us to go.”26  Caught between social obligations and decreasing 
attachment to the institution of the Catholic Church, the population of Paris was still 
aware of ecclesiastical activities while being open to changes and developments in church 
doctrine. 
New Musical Traditions 
The eighteenth century was also a time of new traditions in music and the arts.  
Rather than the highly polyphonic texture and complexity of the Baroque style, French 
and other Western European music took on a more graceful, lighter texture referred to as 
galant style.  This new musical aesthetic mirrored the Enlightenment’s ideas of 
“naturalness, clarity, and simplicity.”27  Musical style continued to change with the 
dramatic expansion of the symphony orchestra around 1740.  Previously, smaller 
Baroque orchestras had consisted mainly of stringed instruments, a few woodwinds such 
as flutes, and the keyboard and strings of the basso continuo section.28  This new 
symphonic orchestra featured greater standardization within parts, use of a wider variety 
of instruments (such as the clarinet and horn), and the importance of a large string 
section.  As a result, composers such as Mozart and Haydn used this new instrumentation 
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and timbre to develop their Classic symphonies and operas.29  The philosophes were 
conscious of these changes.  Many articles of the Encyclopédie were devoted to musical 
instruments; Rousseau studied music, composed the opera Le Devin du village, and wrote 
the celebrated Dictionnaire de musique (1768).30   
These developments in the arts also became accessible to a wider audience.  
Along with other European capitals, Paris began to host a number of public concerts.  
Rather than confining the classical repertoire of the day to Versailles, public concerts 
allowed listeners other than noblemen to experience such music as symphonies and 
concertos.31  For example, the Concert spirituel, founded in 1725, offered a variety of 
ticket prices and admitted many women and men into its hall.32  These more public 
artistic experiences were not limited to musical performance.  In 1737, public exhibitions 
of art were held at the Louvre, making history as “the first regularly repeated, open, and 
free display of contemporary art in Europe to be offered in a completely secular setting 
and for the purpose of encouraging a primarily aesthetic response in large numbers of 
people.”33  As a liturgical instrument, was the pipe organ available to the masses in the 
same way that the symphonic orchestra was? 
This insistence of the increasing accessibility of the arts, in combination with the 
freeing ideas of the Enlightenment, encouraged discussion and public criticism of 
paintings and music.  A closely-studied subject among eighteenth-century historians, the 
idea of a public referred to a specific, cohesive, and active group which “effectively 
challenged traditional absolutist patterns of judgment by offering a third source of 
musical arbitration apart from both the king and the opinions of disconnected groups.”34  
Though a specific public can often be difficult to identify, indications of its existence 
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include heightened discussion, shared emotional reactions, and even egalitarian seating in 
a concert setting.  Historians have argued for the existence of such publics at the Parisian 
Opéra,35 the salon of the Louvre,36 and the parterres of the Comédie-Italienne and 
Comédie-Française.37  These groups grew in importance throughout the eighteenth 
century, becoming more and more powerful up until the eve of the French Revolution38 
and creating a new dynamic in the world of the arts.  How did this public respond to the 
organ, if at all? 
Conclusion 
The dynamic changes of the eighteenth century make it a fascinating time for a 
study such as the cultural history of the pipe organ in Paris.  The growing importance and 
significance of the French capital emphasizes the weight of the intellectual and artistic 
changes in Paris during the time.  The development of an Enlightened community of 
philosophers who encouraged human autonomy, natural law, reason, and sentiment over 
the absolute power of the crown or the Church encouraged the possibility of new social 
and political dynamics while creating an alternative to the previously established 
institutions.  Changes in music and art continued to reflect these ideas, with the start of 
the public concert, public discussion, and a more elegant and refined musical style.  The 
participation of the pipe organ within these new traditions will reveal its greater value in 
the cultural history of the French. 
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“Church music— 
it is a search for the pleasures of the senses 
 in the observances of a religion established to fight against them.”1 
Voltaire 
 
Chapter Two:  Liturgical Organ Music 
  
Throughout the eighteenth century, the majority of Parisians would have been 
most likely to hear the tones of the pipe organ during the Catholic mass.  Since its break 
from other national styles in 1650, the French Classic organ tradition maintained a 
relatively standard sound and style until the French Revolution temporarily put a stop to 
liturgical music.2  The following will examine the kinds of music found in the Catholic 
mass within this tradition, as well as subtle changes that occurred throughout the 
eighteenth century, and the subsequent reactions of the listeners.  Though the liturgical 
pipe organ tradition was only able to display minor changes due to Church control, the 
reactions of both the people and the Church leaders of the time signify that these changes 
were significant and reflected a growing secularization among the French. 
Early Control and Liturgical Repertoire 
 Pipe organ participation in the mass had been regulated by ceremonials since the 
beginnings of the seventeenth century.  These documents outlined exactly how often and 
in what style the organist would play during each moment of the mass, naming which 
plainsong chants the organ replaced and where the organist should add additional 
versets.3  Such use of written rules regarding organ masses originated with the 
Ceremoniale episcoporum of 1600;4 subsequent documents also show this control, 
though the parameters of the organ’s repertoire changed slightly over time.  For example, 
the Ceremoniale parisiense, issued in 1662, allowed for a less frequent occurrence of the 
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plainchant melody in an organ verset and thus gave the organist the opportunity for 
greater improvisation.5  However, author and priest Martin Sonnet specifically notes in 
the Ceremoniale that this new publication was meant to correct organists who “have 
ventured to introduce new customs into the services to the detriment of ancient use”6 and 
whose music was becoming too “frivolous or secular” in style or subject material.7   
This focus on solemnity and control continued through the eighteenth century; 
dictionaries of the time define the organ as an instrument of the Church and a device used 
to encourage the faithful towards devotion to God.  The famous Dictionnaire universel de 
Furetière, published just before the turn of the eighteenth century, defined the pipe organ 
as “le plus grand et le plus harmonieux de tous les instruments de musique, qui est 
particulièrement en usage dans les églises pour célébrer l’office divin avec plus de 
solennité.a”8  Later eighteenth-century ceremonials echoed this definition, detailing where 
the organ should play in the service and noting that “les Canons prescrivent aux 
Organistes de ne point faire entendre sur les Orgues aucuns airs profanes & mondains; 
mais au contraire les airs graves & dévotsb.”9  Such regulations regarding the organ and 
its repertoire continued to be published in France right up until the Revolution.10  Based 
on these documents, it is clear that the organ’s main role was to drive Parisians towards 
solemn participation in the mass.  As such, the Church was deeply involved in the style 
and sound of its music. 
 Despite the control of the Church over organ performance, a number of genres 
flourished in the French organ tradition.  The first of these was the organ mass, or the 
                                                 
a
 “….the largest and most harmonious of all musical instruments, which is particularly used in churches to 
celebrate the divine office with more solemnity” 
b
 “the canons require that the organist play no tunes from the secular or social spheres on the organ; but 
instead, serious and devout melodies” 
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participation of the organ in the five sung plainchants of the Catholic mass (Kyrie, 
Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei).  This genre, detailed in the ceremonials, 
required the organ and the choir to perform in a sort of dialogue known as alternatim 
performance.  Each plainchant line was divided into a number of versets, which were in 
turn assigned to either the choir or the organ.  The choir would sing one verset, wait in 
silence while the organ embellished the plainchant line of the next verset, and then take 
up the following piece of plainchant.  In this way, the organ and the choir acted as two 
separate groups but formed one complete line of harmonized plainchant.  The 
specifications of each group of versets varied depending on the chant.  For example, 
while the choir still sang the Credo chant independently, the organ was responsible for a 
total of nineteen versets during the other four chants.11  The purpose of this exchange was 
to introduce the chant and emphasize the voices of the church’s boy choir.  Organists 
presented such masses on Sundays, feast days, morning and evening services, and 
liturgical festivals.12  Furthermore, they immortalized their masses in Livres d’orgues, 
which were available in print throughout the eighteenth century.13  Though not 
exclusively French, masses would have been heard commonly by Frenchmen and thus 
were an important part of the organ’s repertoire.   
 While organ masses served similar purposes throughout the eighteenth century, 
compositional styles began to change as the French Classic School developed.  Rather 
than maintain the polyphonic texture of previous masses, composers such as François 
Couperin and Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers wrote in a concertato style which featured 
distinct solo stops in combination with an accompanying keyboard.  Pieces such as the 
Tierce en Taille, Récit, and Dialogue replaced the highly polyphonic works of the 
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previous style.14  This change allowed for listeners to fully appreciate the multiplicity of 
sounds available on the French Classic organ.  Builders in the eighteenth-century 
tradition showed a general consistency of style that set the French organ apart from that 
of other nations.  While two manuals—the Grand Orgue and Positif—possessed 
numerous flute and reed stops used in combination to create the characteristic Plein Jeu, 
other keyboards controlled just a few reed stops which acted as solo registrations.15  
Eighteenth-century compositions reflected this standardization.  The title Récit indicated 
a piece composed for performance on a solo stop such as a cornet or trompette with light 
accompaniment on the Positif, while a Dialogue featured the fuller Grand jeu 
registration, highly ornamented passages, and the alternation of repeated phrases between 
two dialoguing manuals.16  Though the organ was still participating in vocal 
accompaniment, the evolution of its versets helped it to become more of an independent 
force.  Furthermore, this new coloring guaranteed that “for Parisians, the organ was no 
longer seen as a voice-substitute; the liturgists found it necessary to specify certain 
sounds at certain moments lest the wide-ranging palette of colours become chaotic or 
anarchic.”17   
Additionally, despite the insistence on the primacy of plainchant on the part of the 
ceremonials, many organists of the French Classic period moved further and further away 
from a strict use of the cantus firmus in mass versets.  This gradual development of 
“ritually neutral”18 versets was one cause of the complaints of ceremonial authors 
mentioned previously.  François Couperin and Nicolas de Grigny, two Parisian organists 
of the early French Classic School, included a more literal interpretation of the cantus 
firmus in only a few versets of each mass movement, while highly altering other 
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versets.19  In the first half of the eighteenth century, organists Louis-Nicolas Clérambault 
(1676-1749) and Francois d’Agincourt (1684-1758) continued the gradual relaxation of 
liturgical organ music, noting that their versets should be played “gayment, gay, 
gracieusementc”20 and producing tunes which “offrent un caractère gracieux, souvent 
mondain,d”21 while Charles Balbastre’s suites in the later part of the eighteenth century 
continued to take inspiration from lively dances.22  Balbastre even went as far as to 
include tunes generally associated with the hunt in the Magnificat chant during Mass.23  
Despite some complaints from more conservative listeners, no Church official stopped 
these works from being performed, and few listeners raised objections to this style.  In 
fact, during the second half of the eighteenth century, organists such as Michel Corrette 
and Guillaume Lasceux composed more traditional masses.  For example, Corrette’s IIIe 
livre d’orgue…contenant les messes (1756) quotes the appropriate cantus firmus in the 
bass line of each verset.24  Though organists may have taken some liberties with the 
composition or improvisation of mass versets and keyboard suites, they were not 
strikingly offensive to the Church or the public. 
 Apart from dialoguing with the choir through the use of plainchant, organists 
were able to express themselves through freer solo pieces played during the offertory, 
elevation, or end of the service.  Whereas organ mass versets took note (in theory, at 
least) of the plainchant setting of the mass text, independent solo works such as 
offertoires were larger, freer works with a “quite random relationship with the plainchant 
intonation.”25  Nearly all of the ceremonials of the period direct control of the offertoire 
to the organist, despite the occasional priest who couldn’t believe that “une piece si noble 
                                                 
c
 “cheerfully, gaily, gracefully” 
d
 “offer a graceful, polite character” 
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soit lassée à l’Orgue dans quelques Eglises.e”26  Though the act of improvisation was 
well-established at this point and thus not an indicant of a new style, the immense 
popularity of certain organists encouraged the performance of “extravagant and entirely 
inappropriate versets for the offertory.”27  For example, Josse-Francois-Joesph Benaut 
(1743-1794) composed a Mass in F major whose offertory was inspired by hunting tunes.  
Its sections were entitled “Prélude, ou Réveil de chasseurs”, “Chasse flamande” and 
“Retour de la chasse,”28 indicating a strong pull away from the solemn nature of the 
Catholic mass and the incorporation of secular themes into the Latin liturgy.   
 Finally, one of the most characteristic pieces of the French Classic period was the 
noël.  This solo organ piece was based on popular secular Christmas songs whose tunes 
had such secular origins as vaudeville tunes and drinking songs.  These tunes were, in 
turn, elaborated upon by organists throughout the mid-1600s to late-1700s to create well-
loved improvisatory works for performance in Christmas masses,29 often as offertoires.30  
Rousseau refers to such works as of “rustic and pastoral character.”31  With such origins, 
noëls were probably already familiar to many of the people who attended the mass.  
Furthermore, noël lyrics and printed music were sold for inexpensive prices during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,32 making them available to a wide variety of 
people.  Rather than representing the Latin plainchants of the Roman Catholic Church, 
organ music integrated folk songs with patois lyrics into the solemnity of the mass. 
Noëls reached their apex of popularity in the mid-1700s, with the much beloved 
improvisations of Claude-Bénigne Balbastre (1724-1799) and Louis-Claude Daquin 
(1694-1772).33  Daquin’s noëls featured animated, highly ornamented music, whose 
textures began at two-line counterpoint and grew increasingly complex in harmonization.  
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 “such a noble piece would be left to the organ in several churches” 
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Daquin also took careful note of the texts of his noëls, using rhythmic patterns, runs, and 
strong chords to emphasize the story of Christmas.  For example, in his setting of “A la 
venue de Noëlf”, Daquin uses a triplet rhythm to signify the arrival of the three magi and 
their subsequent escape from King Herod.34  Daquin also made full use of the colors of 
the French organ, incorporating a bagpipe-like harmony into “Une bergère jolieg” through 
the use of pedal tones and specified registration combining the cromhorne and bourdon 
stops.35  Through these examples, it is apparent that Daquin was able to utilize the organ 
to emphasize the importance of these pieces and bring other elements of French musical 
tradition into the Church.  Similarly, Balbastre’s noëls featured a wide variety of textures, 
high use of trills and mordents, and musical themes ranging from pastorale movements to 
more complicated harmonies and allegro tempos.36  Balbastre even went far enough to 
include a minuet melody from Lully’s Le Bourgeois-Gentilhomme in a setting of a 
Burgundian noël.37  In their compositional style as well as their original subject matter, 
French noëls were distinct from the more strict settings of the Catholic mass. 
Changes in Perceptions 
 While the developments in the French Classic School are interesting in 
themselves, they are made even more significant by the attention of both the Church and 
the organ’s public.  Though the organ was securely placed in a primarily religious space, 
this confinement did not result in the restriction of the people’s interest in the organ.  
Rather, from the beginning of the eighteenth century, the celebration of masses was 
advertised in such publications as l’Almanach de Paris, l’Almanach spirituel, and 
l’Almanach du voyageur.  These announcements included specific churches and their 
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 “At the Coming of Christmas” 
g
 “A Pretty Shepherdess” 
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corresponding organists.38  Similarly, the newly-developed musical journals of the late 
1700s, including l’Almanach musical and Le Calendrier musical, published extensive 
lists of the upcoming year’s religious services which often included the name of the 
organist scheduled to play during each mass.  For example, on the 21st of January, 1775, 
the Almanach musical advertised for “Premieres Vepres & te Deum aux. Ss. Innocens.  
M. Sejan le jeune organiste.”39   
Such listings in print media imply that, though these performances were religious 
in both repertoire and location, they were thought of as public occasions for musical 
entertainment.  Furthermore, the specific listing of the organist as part of this 
advertisement emphasizes the significance of his role in the performance.  Because the 
organist’s name appeared along with the name of the mass, it is possible that the readers 
of these journals took the organist himself into great consideration when deciding which 
service to attend, much like one would decide which performance of a play to attend 
based on the actor playing the lead.  The information presented in these journals shows a 
tendency treat the mass similarly to a public concert, encouraging Parisians to come and 
hear the organist of their choice.  Many historical accounts also point to the mass as a 
place to see and be seen.  Loïc Métrope, organist at St. Roch, notes that in the late 1700s 
St. Roch was considered to be the place “où l’on rencontre la meilleure sociétéh,”40 
showing a gathering of upper class Parisians similar to the Opéra audience.   Travelers 
also made a point to come to masses to hear music.  In 1776, Mr. Charles Burney made a 
voyage to France from his native country of England and was entranced by the talents of 
M. Couperin and M. Balbastre during services at St. Gervais.41  These attentions of the 
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 “where one met the best society” 
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people suggest a strong interest in the music played in church, rather than a general 
fascination with the mass itself. 
Reactions from these listeners indicate the significance of the organ’s liturgical 
repertoire and the changes present in the Church.  Rather than reject a gradual 
secularization of the organ, the people attending the mass seemed to welcome such 
changes, and began to regard the organ as an instrument unto itself rather than a 
participant in the mass.  For example, an observer of Balbastre’s Magnificat composition 
noted that the secular, buoyant hunting tunes appeared to neither “surprendre ni choquer 
l’auditoire.i”42  Had this been an unusual or offensive event, the congregants would have 
undoubtedly been bothered or at least surprised; however, they seemed to enjoy the hint 
of secular influence over the liturgical music in this religious setting. 
Even more telling of the evolution of the perceptions of the organ during this time 
were the responses to Daquin and Balbastre’s noëls.  The familiarity of the noël melodies 
to the listener immediately suggests that these works would be highly popular.  Accounts 
from the period further emphasize the popularity of the noël; multitudes of people came 
to hear Daquin and Balbastre play their noëls at Christmas Eve services.  For example, in 
1762, Balbastre performed a set of his noëls for the midnight mass at Saint Roch.  Such a 
large crowd gathered for the sole purpose of hearing Balbastre’s composition on the 
organ that the Archbishop of Paris forbid Balbastre to play these noëls again, stating that 
the work “ne conservoit (sic) pas le respect du à la sainteté du lieu.j”43  The Archbishop 
also extended his censure to the console of the Notre Dame, refusing to let Balbastre play 
in Paris’s great cathedral.  Daquin also played under the watchful eye of the Church.  The 
                                                 
i
 “surprise nor shock the audience” 
j
 “did not conserve the respect owed to the holiness of the place” 
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response of the public was so vibrant that Parisian police were actually called into the 
streets when he performed, so that the crowds would maintain order.44  These instances 
reveal the dual nature of the organ:  not only was it a concert instrument that was 
developing an involved public, but it was also a tool that was becoming a threat to the 
authority of the Church.  If the organ could draw the congregants closer to God, it could 
equally inspire in them a love of the instrument and the music itself, even in a religious 
setting. 
 Further proof of the liturgical organ’s popularity is found in the accounts of the 
attitude of the public upon the inauguration of a new organ in a church.  Commonly in 
eighteenth-century Europe, a new organ would be showcased with a special performance.  
The inaugural performance of Saint Nicolas des Champs’s organ in 1776 consisted of a 
competition among several organists.45  Saint Sulpice arranged for a similar introductory 
concert to be played on their organ in 1782, drawing from such well-known organists as 
Charles Balbastre, Armand-Louis Couperin and Nicolas Séjan.46  These performances 
were not a part of the mass; therefore, it is implied that the public would not have felt a 
spiritual need or obligation to attend.  However, both performances drew the public eye 
and ear; such a large crowd gathered at Saint Nicolas des Champs that “on avait été 
obligé de poser des gardes pour empecher le tumulte et maintenir la circulation dans 
l’église.k”47  The public awaiting the arrival of this new organ was not calm, collected, 
and under control; an excited and curious multitude heralded the new organ.  Their 
reaction to the Saint Sulpice organ was equally telling; the Almanach musical notes that 
“le Public a écouté, avec une espèce d’ivresse, touts les morceaux que Messieurs 
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 “we were obliged to post guards in order to prevent an uproar and to maintain circulation in the church”  
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Couperin, Balbatre, Séjan & Charpentier ont joués sur ce précieux Instrument.l”48  These 
words, especially the phrase ‘with a kind of exhilaration’, specifically describe the kind 
of enjoyment experienced by the public upon hearing this instrument.  The author of the 
Almanach musical doesn’t emphasize the spiritual or religious importance of the 
performance; instead, he describes the entrancing nature of the organ itself.  These few 
examples from the late 1700s support the conclusion that the organ, a previously 
liturgical instrument, was becoming more and more secularized. 
Conclusion 
 The involvement of the eighteenth-century pipe organ in the mass displays a 
paradox in its relationship to the Roman Catholic liturgy of the time.  On the one hand, 
the organ’s repertoire and participation in the mass was highly regimented by Catholic 
doctrine and traditional Latin chants.  This constriction led to the development of a 
repertoire of short versets appropriate for dialoguing with the choir, and occasionally 
resulted in the censuring of organist’s compositions.  On the other hand, the mass was a 
place of musical creativity which drew both talented organists and fascinated listeners to 
church.  Organists of the time were able to work within these constraints to produce 
unique, lively music which reflected their own personal style rather than a strict repetition 
of Gregorian plainchant.  Furthermore, the organ was able to introduce uniquely French 
tunes into the Roman Catholic tradition through the use of noëls, a genre which equally 
delighted the people and frustrated the priests and clergy of the time.  These musical 
changes mirror the Church’s increasing loss of control over the Parisian population of the 
                                                 
l
 “the public listened, with a kind of exhilaration, to all the works that Messieurs Couperin, Balbastre, Séjan 
and Charpentier played on this precious instrument” 
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time, and encourage the continued questioning of what was acceptable within a religious 
setting. 
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“We must not think that a single artisan brought  
the organ to its present state of development.   
Such a complex mechanism with such an astonishing wealth of detail,  
must necessarily be the work of many craftsmen,  
who have succeeded each other over the years”1 
Dom François Bédos de Celles 
 
Chapter Three:  Visual Aesthetics, Space, and the Organ 
 
Though a powerful eighteenth-century musical instrument, the pipe organ was 
also visually intriguing.  Its wooden case, which served to protect the pipes and bellows 
of the instrument, gave the organ a certain artistic value.  Organ historian Norbert 
Dufourcq hypothesizes that, in the Enlightenment, “de par ses proportions, de par la place 
qu’il a tenu à l’église, cet instrument a un rôle décoratif certain, et c’est aussi sous cet 
angle que l’ont vu et compris nos ancêtresa.”2  This chapter will examine this dual nature 
of the organ and will define the actual importance of its visual aesthetics in the 
eighteenth-century Catholic tradition.  What is the significance of the visually imposing 
and striking features of pipe organs for the French?  What role did liturgical forces play 
in their construction?  Could the decorations and placement of French organs be an 
indicant of implicit religious control over the arts, or rather, the separating of the organ 
from the liturgical tradition?  The answers to these questions indicate a tension between 
the ecclesiastical and secular aspects of the pipe organ.  Though elements of its 
placement and appearance suggest its continued use as a mechanism of Church control, 
other factors emphasize its primacy as a musical instrument and a participant in a larger 
musical culture. 
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 “by its proportions, by the place it held in the church, this instrument had a certain decorative role, and our 
ancestors also saw and understood it from this angle” 
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Background:  Decorative style and the Church 
 Architectural and decorative style in France reflected the changing political and 
social climate of the eighteenth century.  Prior to Louis XV’s ascension to the throne in 
1726, 3 the works of architects and artists had gradually evolved from the heavy and 
dynamic art of the Baroque period to a lighter, more natural world of Rococo style.  
Dominating the scene until the 1760s, Rococo art represented certain principles of the 
Enlightenment and strove for a better artistic balance.  As the natural world and the 
power of human observation became more important for the philosophes, so did the 
nuanced portrayal of the world grow to be more important for artistic design.  Baroque 
sculptures and paintings were replaced with “the natural, true image”4 as both 
architectural form and art embraced a gradual relaxation and fluidity.  Interior paneling 
and church façades exchanged their straight edges for curving silhouettes, adding a new 
grace to building exteriors.  The natural world was not only the inspiration for this style, 
but also a subject in and of itself.  Rococo art and décor relied on a profusion of light and 
tasteful ornamentation, which typically incorporated seashell motifs, floral designs, and 
curlicues.5  This highly ornate, free-flowing décor took a turn in accordance with the 
commencement of the reign of Louis XVI.  The art and architecture of the Rococo period 
gradually evolved into a style inspired by Greek antiquity known as Neoclassicism 
(1775-1800).  Clean lines replaced curves and curlicues; decorative Grecian columns 
adorned walls; reproductions of classical statues substituted flowery ornamentation.6  
Architectural plans also took inspiration from Greek buildings, creating façades that 
resembled Grecian temples or floor plans of churches in the shape of Greek crosses.7  
Finally, rather than attempting to convince the viewer of one affect, Enlightenment art 
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strove to appeal to the senses of the viewer and their reaction to the work as a whole.8   
Through this emphasis on nature, reason, and the senses, the eighteenth-century styles 
mirrored many Enlightenment philosophic ideas. 
 Similar stylistic tendencies were present in eighteenth-century French church 
architecture.  Newly constructed churches, such as St. Sulpice and St. Roch, departed 
from the tall ceilings of Gothic design and featured slightly lower ceilings and lighter 
columns.  This exemplified the desire of Rococo architects to create “smallness and 
intimacy”9 in their buildings.  Furthermore, churches in this style were inspired by the 
Counter-Reformation theology present in the Catholic Church, where “devotion was 
brought to a central focus, away from the cults of minor saints and provincial traditions:  
God comes to earth, and the worshipping congregation comes together at the altar, in the 
Eucharist.”10  This new spiritual focus manifested itself in the clearing away of all 
“crude…grotesque… [and] superstitious”11 decoration, such as tombs, portrayals of 
historically inaccurate Biblical scenes, and depictions of nudes.  The visual path between 
the congregation and the altar became less cluttered; rood-screens were replaced with 
light iron grillwork and polished marble covered the aisles.  Stained glass windows were 
strategically replaced with clear glass to allow light to fall on the altar, which itself was 
often ornately decorated with rich marble, gilded columns, and angelic sculptures.12  
Finally, the interiors of several late-eighteenth-century churches were whitewashed, 
giving them at dignified and spacious atmosphere.13  While displaying the lighter 
tendencies of the Rococo and Neoclassic styles, these changes also put a focus on the 
liturgical and theological importance of the Church. 
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Case Construction and Church Control 
 The construction and architectural style of the pipe organ further emphasized both 
the power of the Church and the centrality of the altar in church design.  Employees of 
the Church, such as churchwardens, were in charge of establishing contracts with the 
organ builders, architects, and sculptors who participated in the organ’s construction.14  
The prices and specifications found in these contracts indicate the importance of a 
beautiful façade.  In 1759, the parish of Saint Gervais spent nearly 900 livres on the 
sculpture of their new organ case (fig. 5), doubling what they had paid for a simpler 
design in 1714.15  The sculptors of Saint Sulpice (fig. 6) received 16,000 livres for the 
decoration of the case, amounting to 21% of the total price of the organ, while the 
architect responsible for building the case was paid another 20,000 livres.16  Saint Nicolas 
de Champs paid 10,000 livres for ornate decorations in 1772.17  These considerable sums 
reserved for merely the decoration of the wooden cases reaffirm that the organ was 
“usually the most valuable property owned by a church,”18 and suggest that the organ was 
prized by its owners for its appearance as well as its musicality. 
In spending such lavish sums on organ decoration, the Church exerted 
considerable control over the substance of the ornamentation itself.  While treatises on 
organ building and articles from the Encyclopédie are unspecific as to the proper 
decoration of the organ and recommend that it be decorated “selon le goût des 
architectesb,”19 organ contracts indicate that the sculptures were always planned and 
specified before construction and left little room for improvisation or originality on the 
part of the sculptor.  For example, the contract drawn up for Saint Sulpice’s late-
eighteenth-century organ describes the location and appearance of each sculpture; no 
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 “according to the taste of the architects” 
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notes allow for the artisan to add his own personal touch.20  Additionally, organ case 
design often corresponded to the rest of the church’s décor.  Though it emphasizes the 
role of the architect in the creation of the organ façade, the Encyclopédie also says that 
the aesthetics of the case should be “compatibles avec le lieu où l'orgue doit être 
placec.”21  Some churches insured such continuity by hiring the same architect to plan the 
interior of the church as well as the case itself, resulting in increased continuity among 
church decoration.  For example, Saint Sulpice’s architect Jean-Francois Chalgrin was in 
charge of the interior design of two of the church’s chapels, the façade of the church, and 
also the organ case.22  The joining of the organ case construction with other architectural 
projects ensured a certain unification of the organ with its church environment and 
therefore as an instrument of the Church. 
The position and visibility of the pipe organ are also suggestive of its role in 
inspiring worship.  The organ was consistently positioned above the western door of the 
church, directly across from the altar.  Marc-Antoine Laugier’s Essai sur l’architecture 
records this trend: “l’extrémité de la nef du coté du portail [est] ordinairement la place 
que l’on réserve au buffet de l’orgue, & c’est tout ce qu’on peut faire de mieuxd.”23  This 
was a significant placement for acoustic and liturgical reasons.  Many treatises and 
technical descriptions of the organ from the period merely suggest that the organ be 
placed “sur un lieu élevé, comme par exemple, sur quelque tribunee,”24 allowing its 
sounds to fill the church.  These records imply that the organ could have been placed at 
any high location in the church for optimal acoustic results.  However, the western portal 
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 “compatible with the place where the organ should be placed” 
d
 “the extremity of the nave on the entrance side [is] ordinarily the place reserved for organ cases, and it’s 
the best thing that can be done” 
e
 “in an elevated location such as a gallery” 
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was chosen over and over again as the desired location for the organ, a choice which also 
resulted in a certain liturgical significance.   
By installing a pipe organ above the western door, the architects placed it directly 
across from the altar and thus created a tension between this musical instrument and the 
center of the Catholic liturgy.  During the length of the mass, the congregants, the choir, 
and even the priest stood facing the altar; from its tribune over the entrance, the organ 
participated in this same focus on the altar.  This design also contributed to the 
architectural emphasis of a clear, unobstructed path to a highly ornate altar, the holiest 
place in the church.  Leaving the organ in the back of the nave compromised any view of 
the organ during the mass, and assured that the congregation’s eyes did not stray away 
from the center of the church.  In fact, they could only really observe the organ as they 
were leaving the sanctuary.  The organ’s height contributed to these same ideas.  First, 
the human element of the organist was hidden from sight.  His seat between the main 
organ case and a smaller protruding case called the positive organ would have been 
completely blocked from the congregation’s view, especially given the height of the 
organ.  Second, a lofty location would have forced the viewers to lift their eyes to the 
organ, just as the Church would have encouraged them to lift their focus to God in the 
heavens.  This specific positioning of the organ within its larger ecclesiastical 
environment physically exemplifies its existence under Church control and its role in 
inspiring worship. 
The Organ Case and its Artistic Elements 
 Despite these indications of Church control, the decorations of the organ’s façade 
did not mirror this focus.  Rather than presenting a plain, unassuming decoration, the 
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façade of the organ participated in the trend towards a lighter, more natural style found in 
the popular Rococo and Neoclassic styles.  Thus, the case became as much of a work of 
art as it was protection for a musical instrument.  Architects and sculptors took ideas from 
the balance and beauty of the natural world through the case design.  For example, 
seventeenth-century organ cases were often painted white and gilded with gold details25.  
Early eighteenth-century organs found in both Saint Louis des Invalides church (1687)26 
(fig. 1) and the chapel of Versailles (1709-1710)27 are examples of this Baroque style.  
However, later in the eighteenth century, organ cases remained largely unpainted.28  This 
allowed the rich wood used in case construction to shine through as a natural finish, 
rather than masking this natural substance with a man-made paint.  Furthermore, the 
contrast of the dark wood with the light stone walls of the church would have helped the 
organ to stand out from its surroundings.  Organs belonging to the churchs of Saint Roch 
(1751) (fig. 4), Saint Sulpice (1781), Saint Gervais (1759) and Notre Dame des Victoires 
(1739) (fig. 2) all display this trend.   
In addition to the use of natural wood finishes, organ architects were constantly 
concerned with balancing the many elements of an organ case.  The equilibrium between 
the tin of the exposed pipes and the wood of the casing had to be maintained for the 
presentation to be effective.  Too much or too little ornamentation was to be avoided.29  
The groupings of the exposed pipes into towers and flats also showed a kind of balance.  
Towers, a grouping of several pipes in a rounded column advancing from the case, 
alternated with a flat row of several pipes to create a simple pattern of pipes across the 
case.  Towers of differing heights were also arranged in a symmetrical pattern, with the 
tallest tower in the center or on either side of the case.30  Finally, the case’s silhouette 
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“admet la courbe et la contre-courbef,”31 connecting the towers with curving woodwork 
rather than the boxy edges of Baroque cases.  This search for balance and natural 
elements in the overall construction of the organ case contributed to the aesthetics of the 
Enlightenment. 
 The sculptures covering the organ also followed these Rococo trends.  Whereas 
the Louis XIV Baroque style covered the organ cases with the serious faces of angels and 
supported the pipes with massive statues resembling the Greek Atlas, the façades of 
Louis XV organs were ornamented with the popular Rococo themes of natural images, 
cupids, and feathers.  Vines covered with leaves and flowers draped across the top of the 
towers and flats, seemingly moved by the wind of the organ itself.32  The Atlas figures 
were replaced with clouds of smiling cupid faces and other “statues…nerveuses, 
contournées, qui animent l’entablementg.”33  These putti, though perhaps seemingly 
reminiscent of Catholic doctrine, were also a popular in secular settings such as 
aristocratic residences.34  This style, present in Parisian churches in the early to mid 
1700s, was a complete humanization and naturalization of the organ case.  The trend 
continued into the last 30 years of the century, with the simpler yet still fluid and natural 
Neoclassic style of churches such as Saint Sulpice.  This organ façade mimicked the front 
of a Grecian temple, featuring tall columns, urns of fruit, and Grecian maidens alongside 
a few cherubs and King David with his harp.  Such case designs all echoed the ideas of a 
style departing from strict adherence to liturgical or theological significance and drawing 
from the popular art of the day.35   
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 “allows for concave and convex curves” 
g
 “expressive, twisting statues, which animate the entablature” 
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In addition to this more relaxed affect, organ case design changed to incorporate 
the world outside of the Church through the inclusion of musical instruments in the 
decorative carvings.  A wide variety of musical instruments was not typically available in 
church music; more affluent churches might have possessed a serpent or a few string 
instruments, but the organ and the choir were the primary sources of liturgical music.36  
However, many organ cases depict an assortment of symphonic instruments, either 
carved on the panels flanking the console or sculpted into the upper reaches of the case.  
Saint Séverin’s case (fig. 3), carved in 1745, exemplifies this trend with a set of violins at 
the top of its outer towers.  On other organ cases, the heavenly cherubs actually 
participated in this symphonic music.  The central tower of Notre-Dame-des-Victoires is 
topped with an angel striking a drum; a smiling angel sits on St. Roch’s organ and turns 
his face to the case while playing a tune on his violin.37  Later in the eighteenth century, 
these same trends are apparent in the newly constructed case at Saint Germain 
l’Auxerrois (1771) and in the musicians holding harps and guitars on Saint Sulpice’s 
façade.  This use of musical instruments as decoration created a close association 
between the organ and the larger musical tradition in France at the time.  As the secular 
symphonic orchestra was expanding to welcome new instruments and a larger string 
section, so did the organ façades echo this change in popular music within the confines of 
its ecclesiastic space.  The congregant leaving the church would have recognized this 
mixture of more secular instruments with the “cromornes, trompettes, cornets et flutes 
d’antanh”38 sounds of the organ, suggesting to them that the organ held a place in multiple 
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 “crumhorns, trumpets, cornets, and tin flutes” (all references to organ stops, as well as real instruments the 
organ imitates) 
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spheres in the musical world.  These new decorative trends not only show a certain 
distance from a strict liturgical style, but also emphasize other cultural developments. 
Visual music:  the Pipes and the Public Response 
 Though the sculpture and decoration of the organ case was obviously important to 
the organ’s owners, this was only one portion of the organ’s façade.  The towers and flat 
rows of pipes, another essential aspect of the organ’s appearance, also participated in the 
organ’s visual interest.  A study of L’Art du facteur d’orgues brings the significance of 
these pipes into a new and interesting light.  Written by Benedictine monk Dom François 
Bédos de Celles, this mid-eighteenth-century treatise on organ building39 is now 
considered the primary resource on the topic.  Dom Bédos “omit[s] nothing which may 
be of interest to enthusiasts and connoisseurs, as well as those who intend to become 
organ builders.”40  However, he spends no time describing the possibilities for organ case 
decoration, and does not even prescribe a suggested model for an ornamented case.  Any 
discussion of the appearance of the organ, which is still a minimal part of this lengthy 
work, is in terms of the façade’s pipes.  Dom Bédos describes in detail how the pipes 
should be arranged on the front of the organ case, how the builder should select the pipes 
which compose the towers, and how the pipes should be constructed of shining tin.  He 
also emphasizes the importance of maintaining a certain ratio between the sizes of the 
façade pipes, to achieve the most affective visual presentation possible.41  He even gives 
examples of which combinations of pipes should be used for the towers, alluding to the 
idea of a standard set of display pipes among organ builders.42  Finally, Dom Bédos 
mentions the importance of covering the exposed pipes with a clear or golden lacquer, 
which not only strengthens them but also makes them more visually striking.43  This 
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focus on the aesthetics of the pipes rather than the woodwork or sculpture in such a 
comprehensive work suggests that the pipes were, in fact, just as important to the façade 
as the wooden decorations themselves, and nearly as important visually as they were 
musically.  Whereas the decorations were specified in contracts, the pipes’ presentation 
and preservation were aspects of the organ’s exterior that the builder could master and 
control. 
 Dom Bédos de Celles continues this idea in a short section of his masterpiece 
entitled “Comments on Organs with No Display Pipes”.  Here, he speaks of people who 
are “weary, as it were, of always seeing organ-cases made up of towers and flats”44 and 
who would rather have a pipe-less front.  Their reasoning, according to Dom Bédos, is 
that tin pipes are not sturdy enough to support the desired ornamentation for the façade, 
and that building pipes sufficient to support such décor would be out of proportion and 
visually displeasing.  On the one hand, Dom Bédos recognizes that anyone attempting to 
find “a more rational form”45 should be commended, and goes so far as to include a 
drawing of a projected case design with no exposed pipes (fig. 8).  This new case actually 
displays many of the same artistic tendencies found in Parisian churches, including 
cherubs playing musical instruments, carvings of violins, vines, leaves, and curlicues.  
Dom Bédos also mentions that this organ would likely still be found in a gallery or 
elevated location, keeping in the style of other Parisian organs.46   
On the other hand, he immediately critiques this design, saying that a pipe-less 
façade “seems contrary to reason and good sense to many persons, and thus, contrary to 
good taste.”47  Though it would be architecturally impossible to install all of the organ’s 
pipes behind a closed front, Dom Bédos is more concerned with the fact that a pipe-less 
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front would mask the overall musical importance of the instrument.  “After all,” he says, 
“what relationship does that building have with an organ? What merit is there in making 
the public guess whether that is an organ or a simple decoration for the church?”48  For 
this monk, hiding the pipes of the organ would be as ridiculous and nonsensical as hiding 
the strings of a violin.49  This passage sheds new light on the importance of the organ 
façade’s overall aesthetic.  The organ is fundamentally defined by its pipes, which 
emphasize its primary role as a musical instrument to all who view its case.  This organ 
builder sees the potential for the organ’s visual aesthetic to become too driven by the 
Church, and is eager to reclaim that visual power by maintaining the polished façade 
pipes.  As such, the pipes become the most important part of the façade for true organ 
enthusiasts. 
 Secular publications of the period also support the idea that the organ’s 
appearance indicated its musical importance rather than its power to act as liturgical 
propaganda.  Eighteenth-century articles all concentrate more on the musical aspects of 
the organ rather than its decorative features.  The dictionaries of Richelet, Furetière, and 
Trévoux simply define the organ case as the location of the inner workings of the organ, 
for example “bois sur quoi sont poséz (sic) les tuiaux (sic) d’orguei”50 or “la menuiserie 
qui contient chaque jeu en particulierj.”51  No mention is made of any decoration or 
artistic embellishments; when defining the essence of the organ, these authors chose to 
focus on the role the case played in relation to the instrument itself.  The Encyclopédie 
recognizes the symbiosis of instrument and art by giving a more detailed description of 
possible decorations of the façade, but places more emphasis on the organ as an 
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 “the wood on which the pipes are placed” 
j
 “the woodwork which contains each particular group of pipes” 
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instrument overall.  The article “Fust (sic) d’orguek” limits its description of the case to 
“la face du fust (sic) d'orgue, qui est ornée de sculpture,…est composée de deux sortes de 
parties, savoir de tourelles & de plates-facesl.”52  Additionally, it draws the focus of the 
reader to the organist himself, noting that the base of the case opens to provide “un 
pupître sur lequel l'organiste porte la musique qu'il veut exécuterm.”53  These 
publications, removed from the control of the Church and focused on the organ as a 
whole, reveal that the sculpted façade was not the most important focal point for the 
viewer.  Even behind an ornate front, the observer still noted the shining pipes and the 
value of this object as a musical instrument.   
This view is additionally supported by the media of the time.  At the inaugural 
performance of Saint Sulpice’s new organ, the journalist of the Almanach musical 
described the new case as possessing “superbe ordonnance, d’une très riche 
architecture…[d’une] très-grande étenduen.”54  The repetition of the word très indicates 
that the journalist not only took note of the case decoration, but was impressed by its 
grandeur.  However, he does not go on to describe the figures in any detail, or even to 
note the themes present in the work as a whole.  Rather, he focuses on the musical 
aspects of the instrument, specifically noting that the façade “est remplie par un nombre 
considerable de tuyauxo”55 which all connect at the console under the control of the 
organist.  He then devotes the majority of his review to the concert commemorating the 
unveiling of this instrument.56  Had the depiction of angels, King David, and garlands 
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 “Organ Case” 
l
 “the façade of the organ case, which is normally decorated with sculpture…is composed of two parts, 
towers and flats” 
m
 “a stand upon which the organist sets the music that he wants to play” 
n
 “superb composition of very rich architecture…and very large size” 
o
 “is filled with a considerable number of pipes” 
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been highly important and alluring, then the journalist would have undoubtedly spent 
more time describing the façade.  However, he leaves out these details in favor of 
describing the music, and only notes the size of the case and the impressive placement of 
the pipes.  Other accounts of liturgical organ performances behave similarly, noting the 
size or beauty of the organ, but focusing on its musical aspects rather than the specifics of 
its appearance.  Therefore, though the Church may have attempted to create an ornate 
liturgical work of art through the organ, it seems that the polished pipes and the sounds 
brought forth by them ultimately prevailed in capturing the attention of the listeners. 
Conclusion 
 The organ case of the eighteenth century was an object of complexity, nuances, 
and multiple meanings.  Its decoration and design mimicked the artistic style of its period 
of construction, whether this was the light and ornate design of the Rococo style or the 
simpler but still approachable feel of Neoclassicism.  The themes present in the 
sculptures, including nature, smiling heavenly hosts, and the instruments of the 
symphony, evoked ideas of the natural world of the Enlightenment as well as the 
influence and importance of the Church and religion.  In following current artistic styles 
and dedicating considerable financial resources to the construction of elaborate cases, the 
purchasers and designers of organs made it clear that a case was an important piece, 
destined to be admired by churchgoers.  However, the fact that church officials often had 
immense control over the construction of the case and positioned it in the back of the 
church indicates that, though they valued the case as a ecclesiastic good, they did not 
wish for this instrument to distract from the splendor of the altar.  Rather, the position of 
the organ showed continuity with the Catholic idea that the organ would encourage 
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Christians in worship.  This alone would indicate that the organ façade was merely a tool 
of the Catholic Church.  However, important publications on cases from various sources, 
as well as observations by the media, ignored the implications of these cases and spoke 
solely on the importance of pipe placement on the façade of the instrument.  These texts, 
removed from the influence of the Church, suggest that the façades were neither ignored 
nor taken as religious propaganda; they were recognized insofar as they were a window 
into the instrument as a whole.  In drawing this conclusion, the music of the organ itself 
becomes even more important in the study of the significance of the pipe organ. 
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“Je commencerai par l’Orgue,  
qui est le père de l’harmonie…   
nul Instrument ne peut lui être comparé,  
il forme seul un Concert dont l’ensemble est parfaita”1 
Ancelet 
 
Chapter Four:  The Concert Spirituel and the Organ 
 
As previously discussed, the pipe organ’s main place of residence was in the 
Parisian churches of the ancien régime.  Its development in the eighteenth century took 
place largely within the confines of the Church doctrine, liturgy, and traditions of the 
time.  However, pipe organs did exist elsewhere.  The cabinet d’orgue, a much smaller 
pipe organ, was played in the private residences of those who could afford such an 
instrument.  In its highly limited private sphere, the cabinet d’orgue could only be heard 
through invitation into these homes.  The first French pipe organ to appear as a concert 
instrument in the public domain was featured in Salle des Cent Suisses at the newly-
formed Concert spirituel.2  This chapter will appraise the pipe organ’s development in 
this concert series, its changing repertoire, and the people’s relationship to the installment 
and use of the organ.  Historical accounts and original documents of the time suggest that 
an instrument steeped in Catholic tradition took large steps towards a secular future 
independent of the Church and approved of by the voice of its listeners. 
Background 
 On January 22, 1725, M. Anne-Danican Philidor was granted royal permission to 
found a concert series known as the Concert spirituel.  The purpose of this series was to 
organize concerts and perform exclusively religious music in Latin on the Holy days 
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 “I will start with the organ, which is the father of harmony…No instrument can be compared to it.  It 
forms by itself an ensemble of perfect composition.” 
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during which secular musical and theatrical performances were forbidden.  Festivals 
restricting such secular performances included the season of Lent3, Easter week, 
Christmas, and All Saint’s Day.  The control over this concert on the part of the Church 
and the King was paramount.  The Concert Spirituel owed a yearly sum of 1,000 louis to 
the Académie royale de musique,4 and its founding contract specifically stated that there 
would be “aucune musique francaise, ny morceaux d’Opéra.b”5  Philidor himself was an 
ordinaire du roi (a musician employed at Court).6  Furthermore, the concert was to be 
held in the Salle des Cent Suisses (fig. 9), a room in the Tuileries Palace, and would be 
performed by court musicians.  As such, it would be in a place regulated by the royalty.  
The setup of the Concert spirituel itself shows that the powers of the state over this new 
musical outlet were similar to the control exercised by the Church over the mass.  
However, one element of the concert did promote the possibility of a more varied public. 
Rather than having to win the approval of the Court or gain entry by invitation only, 
Parisians interested in the Concert spirituel could purchase tickets for two to four livres 
apiece, depending on the seating location.  Though not free nor completely affordable to 
the lower classes of the city, this did allow for a public of varying socioeconomic statuses 
to attend of their own accord.7 
 Despite these efforts to draw Parisians into another reminder of Catholic tradition, 
the creators of the Concert spirituel soon found that they had created another public 
outlet for secular music.  Attendees of the Concert spirituel didn’t attend for spiritual 
reasons:  instead of seeking another mass, they were looking for “une distraction, un 
derivative à leur désoeuvrement pendant la fermeture obligatoire des spectaclesc.”8  It is 
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 “…no music in French, nor none from the Opéra” 
c
 “a distraction, a diversion from their boredom during the obligatory closing of the theaters” 
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not surprising that the public would seek a reprieve from their everyday life or a 
replacement for the usual secular entertainment; rather, the response from Philidor was 
unexpected.  Instead of insisting on the original design of the Concert spirituel, Philidor 
and his successors began to base the performance repertoire on the wishes of its audience.  
Simple Latin songs were replaced with large-scale sacred motets, symphonies, and solo 
instrumental pieces such as concertos and sonatas composed by both Frenchmen and 
foreigners.  By the 1730s, not even ten years after the formation of the Concert, “la 
musique latine fut sacrifiée, elle n’eut qu’une place accessoire…A chacun son domaine: 
la musique latine à l’église, la musique profane au concertd.”9  Despite the Académie 
royale de musique’s temporary takeover of the Concert spirituel from 1734-48, a period 
marked by fewer performances and a renewed emphasis on Latin music, the series 
continued to thrive and celebrate secular as well as religious music in France. 10 
The arrival of the secular organ 
 With such an insistence on the secular and a rejection of traditional church music, 
it would be unexpected to find the deliberate addition of more Catholic traditions, 
including a liturgical symbol such as a pipe organ, in this setting.  However, in 1748, the 
Académie royale de musique surrendered control of the Concert spirituel to Joseph-
Nicolas-Pancrace Royer, an Italian who saw a need to renovate the current setup of the 
concert hall.  After being closed for a short period, the Salle des Cent Suisses opened its 
doors to reveal a new setting for the Concert spirituel.  Among the most striking changes 
was the addition of a pipe organ, nestled in the center of the orchestral section (fig. 10).11  
After only seeing pipe organs in a religious setting, it could have been unsettling for the 
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 “Latin music was sacrificed and only given a role as an accessory…to each its domain, Latin music in 
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audience to find it in their beloved Concert ‘spirituel’.  However, the public seemed to 
fully embrace the new set-up, including this new instrument.  The Mercure de France 
noted that a large audience assembled to see these changes and that “on en a fort applaudi 
l’arrangemente.”12  The newspaper went on to praise the new organ, which “embellit le 
Spectacle, & fortifie l’accompagnement…M. Royer n’ai (sic) rien épergné (sic) pour 
mériter l’approbation du Publicf.”13  Such praise, both from the press and the public, 
reveals that the organ was not immediately rejected as the more liturgical style of music 
had been.  The people seem excited by the new presence of the organ and the further 
development of its secular repertoire, rather than put off by its religious connotations.   
 In this new setting, the organ flourished as both a secular and solo instrument.  As 
a keyboard instrument, it was originally intended to accompany many of the large-scale 
motets (choral works whose lyrics drew from secular French or religious Latin texts).14  
Its first appearance was in the accompaniment for a Christmas motet, Boismortier’s Fugit 
nox, on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day in 1749, played by Daquin.15  Also, Laudate 
Dominum, a motet d’orgue arranged by Mondonville, was so popular it was performed 
twenty two times between 1750 and 1762.16  Given how frequently these motets à grand 
choeur were performed, it is likely that the organ was heard very often.  However, the 
singers of the motets were the focus of these pieces, whereas the organ played a 
secondary role.   
This quickly began to change; in the Concert spirituel’s spirit of introducing new 
styles in order to continue to please the public, organists began to introduce solo works 
into the organ repertoire in addition to motet accompaniment.  On March 25, 1755, 
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 “they loudly applauded the arrangement” 
f
 “embellished the theater, and fortified the accompaniment…Mr. Royer has spared no expense in order to 
merit the approval of the Public” 
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Charles Balbastre premiered his newest original composition, an organ concerto, during a 
concert.17  Concertos, imported from both Italian and German composers, showed a 
tension between the religious and the secular similar to that of the organ.  Italian 
composers such as Arcangelo Corelli created and perfected two varieties of concertos:  
those destined for secular performance, and those intended for church services.  Though 
distinctions between these two genres became less and less clear as the eighteenth 
century advanced, the potential of a dual connotation still existed.18  Specifically, the 
organ concerto had been popularized by George Frideric Handel, whose organ concertos 
were performed in between movements of his oratorios in a theater setting.19  However, 
Balbastre’s composition was the first example of an organ concerto performed in France 
and composed by a French musician.  This genre became one of the fixed points of the 
organ repertoire during this time; Balbastre went on to introduce many new concertos 
during his seventeen years at the Concert spirituel, and gave over ninety organ concerto 
performances.20   
Furthermore, organists Séjan, Damareau, Charpentier, Valois, and Vagauzez all 
began to compose and perform similar works, showing that the organ concerto was 
becoming a legitimate French musical genre.21  The organ became even more secular as it 
adopted the style of the theater and the solo instrument.  In the mid-1750s, overtures and 
vocal passages from Mondonville’s and Rameau’s operas were arranged for solo organ 
performance.  These tunes from such secular works as Les Fetes de Paphos, Les Fetes de 
Polymnie, and Les Sauvages were heard several times a year from 1756 to 1766.22  One 
can hardly imagine organ pieces further from the liturgical tradition than these works; 
however, their frequent performance suggests that they were popular and well-liked by 
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the public in a setting other than the Académie royale de musique’s Opéra.  Another 
composer, Plessis, wrote and performed a symphony featuring the organ.23  These many 
new genres reinforce the idea that the leaders of the Concert spirituel enjoyed testing new 
styles and reinterpreting traditional musical ideas. 
The secular organ in the eyes of the public 
 The public response to these changes can be measured in a number of ways.  First 
of all, the multitude of new organ pieces during the 1750s and 1760s suggest that the 
public was continually receptive to these changes.  During the history of the Concert 
spirituel, its organizers always made sure to plan the programs of the performances based 
on the public response; had the public rejected the organ as a concert instrument or as a 
part of this series, then the directors would have shifted focus to another musical genre.  
However, the continual presence of organ concertos and transcribed opera overtures 
suggest that the public continued to enjoy hearing these pieces.  The publications of the 
day support this hypothesis.  Upon hearing Balbatre’s first organ concerto, the public was 
pleasantly surprised by the new junction of the secular and the liturgical styles.24  In 
1755, the Mercure de France noted that the work  
“Surprit & enchanta toute l’assemblée; son jeu brilliant fit parler cet 
instrument en maître, & fit sentir qu’il a seul le droit de commander à tous 
les autres.  On ne peut faire un trop grand éloge de cette nouveauté, & du 
talent singulier de M. Balbatre à qui nous la devonsg.”25   
The concerto received the same rave reviews after its performance the next day.26  Based 
on this warm welcome, it is apparent that the public was ready to embrace rather than 
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 “surprised and enchanted the audience; his vibrant registration masterfully gave voice to this instrument, 
and gave the impression that he alone had the right to command [the organ].  One cannot praise this novelty 
too highly, nor neglect to laud the unique talent of M. Balbastre, to whom we owe its creation.” 
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reject the organ as a solo instrument in a secular setting.  The Concert spirituel also 
became a home for works previously rejected by the Church.  Balbastre’s Christmas 
noëls, which the Archbishop had forbidden him to play at Saint Roch and Notre Dame de 
Paris, were often performed.  A review from 1770 in the Journal de musique describes 
his noëls as “arrangés d’une manière très jolie, & le toucher toujours brillant & délicat de 
M. Balbatre les rend encore plus agréablesh.”27  It was not only the rich music which 
touched the public, but the powerful sound of the organ itself.  Michel-Paul-Guy de 
Chabanon, a major scholar of musical aesthetics in the mid-1700s,28 described a feeling 
of levitation inspired by the powerful sound of the organ at the Concert spirituel.29  These 
positive responses of the public reinforce the idea that the organ was becoming more 
popular as a secular instrument and therefore redefining its role in Parisian society. 
The influence of these new styles on other organists also shows that the styles 
were accepted and lauded.  As the organ became more popular, organists from various 
Parisian churches were eager to split their time among their several posts and the Concert 
spirituel.30  Their participation makes it evident that organists were interested in learning 
about new styles and participating in this up-and-coming tradition.  Furthermore, they 
allowed this new style to influence their performances in masses; for example, solo 
instrumental works (like the concerto) led to an appearance of similar works in church, 
such as “Offertoire dans le goût de la Symphonie concertante, ou Concerto pour 
Hautboisi.”31  Music publications reflect this same change.  As early as 1749, collections 
of organ and harpsichord works were published not for use in the Church, but for 
performance in musical salons or at the Concert sprituel.  Some of these, such as organ 
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 “Offertoire in the style of the concertato symphony, or Concerto for Obeo” 
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sonatas and minuets, were completely secular in nature; others, like offertoires and 
elevations had been heard in church, but were written in such a style as to be 
inappropriate or unacceptable at Mass.32  The influence of the new styles outside of the 
Concert spirituel implies that the changes in the organ repertoire would be long-lasting 
and wide in scope.  This was not a secular example of a liturgical instrument confined 
within the walls of the Salle des Cent Suisses, but a gradual evolution of a new aspect of 
the instrument.  The acceptance by the public and the organists of the time emphasize the 
readiness for such a change in organ literature. 
The Public of the Concert Spirituel 
 Interestingly enough, the arrangement of the Salle des Cent Suisses did not quite 
mirror this same liberty of expression.  Though the appearance of a secular organ was an 
important advancement, a certain hierarchy of the public was encouraged by the salon 
and therefore hindered somewhat the flow of ideas within the room.  In 1728, the six 
balconies originally in use for the audience were deemed to small and steep to be 
effective.  They were replaced by a large, three-tiered octagonal seating area encircling 
the room, making it possible for the audience to view the entire room at any given time.  
As cheaper seating was still available on the floor of the hall, stairways were built leading 
from the outskirts of the room to the balcony area, allowing the more distinguished guests 
to avoid crossing the floor if they should arrive late in the performance.33   
In 1748, as the organ was being added, this seating was changed again to be a 
series of boxes, all accessible by hallways, with two levels of balcony seating above the 
boxes, as well as seating on the floor of the room.34  The division of ticket prices further 
added to the feeling of division and hierarchy in the room; tickets to the boxes were sold 
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for six livres apiece, while the balconies and the floor seating were each three livres.35  
Despite the limiting aspects of these changes, the new arrangement did provide the 
audience with a wonderful view of the new organ and the symphony.  A letter from 1754 
describes the location of the organ at the front of the concert hall, just behind the 
orchestra.  The writer praises these improvements, noting that “l’orchestre est des mieux 
coupés et les concertans [sic] sont placés favorablement pour les voix, pour la symphonie 
et pour l’assembléj.”36  Though the features of this room do not encourage the idea of a 
unified public voice or a circulation of public ideas, it did allow for the organ to be seen 
and heard well, and therefore for the changes in the organ’s repertoire to have a striking 
effect on the audience. 
Conclusion 
 During its reign at the Concert spirituel in the middle of the eighteenth century, 
the organ reemphasized its identity as a versatile instrument whose repertoire and role in 
society were not exclusively liturgical or strongly attached to Catholic identity.  As public 
concerts and secular musical entertainment became more widespread in Parisian society, 
the pipe organ rose to meet and participate in these new traditions.  The development of a 
secular, solo repertoire through works such as the organ concerto and opera overture 
transcriptions displays the organ’s ability to adapt to a secular concert setting and 
established its ability to be featured in secular performances rather than providing 
keyboard accompaniment to liturgical vocal works.  Additionally, the praises of the 
Concert spirituel audiences previously disposed to reject liturgical styles show the 
acceptance of the pipe organ into the French secular concert world.  Through these years 
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and for all those assembled” 
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of performance in a more secular setting, the pipe organ increased its popularity among 
the French while simultaneously contributing to the development of a public, if slightly 
hierarchical, entertainment venue.  In these ways, the organ continued to reflect the 
growing secularization of the French and the increasing value of music in the public 
sphere. 
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“Le public existe-t-il?   
Qu’est-ce que le public ?  Où est-il ?  
Par quel organe manifeste-t-il sa volonté ?a ”1  
Louis-Sébastien Mercier 
 
Chapter Five:  The Participation of the Organ in the Public Domain 
  
As previously discussed, the formation of a musical public was an important part 
of late eighteenth-century France.  In his study of the development of an eighteenth-
century public at the Opéra during the 1780s, James H. Johnson analyses not just the 
social status of the audience, but also their attentiveness to the music and their shared 
emotional responses, to argue for the existence of a specific public.2  Based on the 
organ’s presence in both liturgical and secular music, it is suggested that a public 
following would have formed for this instrument.  Is this the case?  Do period 
publications speak of a critical public which can judge organ works?  Who would have 
made up such a critical voice?  How does the presence of the organ in other writings of 
the time affect the idea of a public?  Though the definition of a public proves difficult, 
certain late eighteenth-century writings confirm the presence of a more specific public 
and allow for a narrowing of its identity. 
Narrowing the Public’s Identity 
 One of the first things that can be assumed of the organ’s public is that it was not 
composed solely of devout Catholics.  As discussed in previous chapters, fewer and 
fewer people were attending masses in a spirit of piety during the eighteenth century.  In 
his work Tableaux de Paris (published in several volumes between 1781 and 1788), 
Louis-Sébastien Mercier’s chapter “Orgues” claims that the organ did not attract people 
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 “Does the public exist?  Who is the public?  Where is it?  By what instrument does it express its wishes?” 
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who were in search of a solemn faith, but rather those in search of good music.  He states, 
“les orgues doivent plutôt exciter la dévotion qu’une joie profane; ce n’est pas moi qui le 
dis, c’est le concile de Cologne 1536…Tout a changé au jour que j’écrisb.”3  In the same 
chapter, he cites fellow author Jean-Baptiste-Louis Gresset, for whom the organ is an 
instrument which “attire l’impie étonné dans nos templesc.”4  Both of these authors 
recognize the gradual secularization in the common perception of the organ as well as the 
decline of church attendance.  Furthermore, lists of pipe organs performances and 
subsequent reactions appeared in different musical journals such as the Journal de 
musique and the Almanach musical.  These publications, which dealt with musical topics 
ranging from the opera to chamber music, were written by a “société d’amateursd”5 who 
encouraged their readers to submit questions, letters, and articles for inclusion in 
following editions.  The presence of the pipe organ in secular musical publications, as 
well as the observations of several secular authors, suggest that the organ drew the 
attention of those who did not attend the mass for spiritual reasons.   
 Furthermore, the organ’s public did not draw from a particular social class.  
Rather, a wide variety of classes had the opportunity to hear about and attend musical 
masses.  Mercier notes that both masses and the reception of new organs were advertised 
through the use of posters hung in the streets.6  This suggests that anyone passing by 
could read about and attend an organ mass.  Mercier’s articles provide valuable 
information regarding the attendance of masses.  In his discussions of vespers and 
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 “organs must inspire devotion rather than profane joy; it is not I who says this, but the Concile of Cologne 
1536.  All has changed at the time of my writing” 
c
 “attracts the surprised and impious listeners to our churches” 
d
 “society of amateurs” 
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evening services, he mentions both the attendance of the “beau monde paresseuxe”7 and 
“le peuplef.”8  The beau monde attended evening masses almost like a concert; they came 
“en foule avant le dinerg,”9 causing the archbishop of Paris to frown upon this mass.  The 
peuple, meaning for Mercier the classes not belonging to the nobility or the bourgeoisie, 
often attended vespers, which the higher classes called the “opéra des gueuxh.”10  Despite 
this mixing of classes during the mass, a certain hierarchy still existed in church.  Mercier 
notes that some were discouraged from attending masses due to the fee of six sols 
required for the use of a seat during the service, not wanting to stand for the entire 
mass.11  This would perhaps have created a certain spirit of inequality between those 
sitting and standing, which Mercier finds abominable (“Quoi, de l’argent encore pour 
entendre l’office divin!i”12); however, it also suggests the possibility of attending the 
mass and hearing the organ for free.   
Thirdly, some evidence points to the existence of not only a listening public, but a 
critical public.  People not directly involved in music or the arts offered up opinions 
regarding the performances on organs around Paris.  One concrete example of this 
phenomenon is the emphasis on the public response to inaugural organ performances.  An 
article on these réceptions from the March 1771 issue of the Journal de musique 
describes these occasions as a time “lorsqu’un facteur a établi un orgue…il est d’usage de 
prendre un jour pour le faire visiter par des arbitres nommés à cet effet, & pour le faire 
entendre au Publicj.”13  This specific mention of the public suggests the existence of a 
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 “lazy high society” 
f
 “the people” 
g
 “in waves before dinner” 
h
 “the beggar’s opera” 
i
 “What, pay more money to attend the divine offices?” 
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 “when a builder had finished an organ…it is common practice to reserve a day to show the organ to 
arbitrators appointed to this purpose, and to play the organ for the Public” 
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group that closely followed organ performances, rather than the general attendees of a 
mass.  Furthermore, the article emphasizes that this ‘public’ had heard many of these 
songs and organists previously in other churches, suggesting that this group attended for 
the sole purpose of hearing this music.14   
This article continues by emphasizing not only a public who listened and 
appreciated, but a public who judged.  During réceptions, a new organ was inspected by 
organ experts in order to assure that the builder in question had constructed a satisfactory 
instrument.  This article specifically mentions that “l’Orgue a été reçu du voeu unanime 
du Chapitre, des Arbitres [Balbatre et Daquin, deux des plus célèbres organistes de Paris] 
et du Publick.”15  This statement reveals two important facts about the identity of this 
public.  First, it is a force distinctive from either the church officials or the famous 
organists of the time.  Though all three factions arrived at the same conclusion, the author 
deliberately specified the presence of a public apart from the hierarchy of the Catholic 
Church and the musical elite.  Additionally, for the author of this article, the public is just 
as important as either of these forces.  If the churchwardens or the organists had rejected 
the newly-built organ, the organ builder would have, effectively, failed in the completion 
of his contract with the Church.  Here, the public holds the same power (at least, 
metaphorically) to reject or accept a new instrument based on its own system of 
arbitration.   
Finally, the public was a group that not only judged together, but also felt 
together.  Rousseau wrote that “music manages to bridge…gaps, transmitting emotion 
from stage to audience and uniting the spectators in a communal response,”16 while 
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 “the organ was received with the unanimous approval of the clerics, the arbitrators [Balbaste and Daquin, 
two of the most famous organists in Paris] and the Public” 
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Condillac hypothesized on the power of the sensual input over the development of 
reason.17  Similarly, the various organ performances inspired strong communal reactions 
in the listeners.  At the 1781 inaugural performance of the Saint Sulpice organ, for 
example, the audience joined together in a strong, single reaction.  After Daquin’s 
performance “tous des auditeurs crioient (sic), son génie est plus fort que jamais, et il a 
ses doigts de vingt ansl.”18  Not only does this passage suggest a public who judged the 
playing of this famous organist, but it also points to their strong and vocal emotional 
response.   
Likewise, at Daquin’s performance on the feast of Saint Paul, the church of Saint 
Paul was overflowing with listeners who filled the “choeur, nef, bas-côtés, chapelles 
latérales, chapelles éloignées, les deux sacristies, les galeries d’en-haut, l’escalier de 
l’orgue, les passages, le devant du portailm.”19  These listeners were not merely 
disengaged churchgoers for whom the performance was an everyday affair; on the 
contrary, Daquin’s playing was such that the hearts of the listeners were filled with “des 
impressions si vives et si profondes, que tout le monde pâlit et frissonnan.”20  Based on 
the accessibility of these performances, it is safe to assume that the church was not filled 
exclusively with official music critics, members of the clergy, or other organists.  
However, the people present were able to experience a strong, physically emotional, 
communal response to the organ, thus making them a united public. 
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 “all the listeners cried out; his genius is stronger than ever, and his fingers are those of a twenty year old” 
m
 “choir, nave, side aisles, side chapels, apse chapels, both sacristies, second floor galleries, stairway to the 
organ, passages, and the space before the entrance” 
n
 “such lively and profound sentiments, that everyone grew pale and shivered” 
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Writers and Reactions to the Organ 
Aside from encouraging the existence of a critical and emotional public, the organ 
was also present in many major works of the eighteenth century.  According to writer 
Quatremère de Quincy, “the sphere of the arts contains three kinds of degrees of action; 
that which constitutes in this empire three classes of individuals known by the names of 
artists, connoisseurs, and amateurs.”21  While artists created works and amateurs were 
concerned with expanding their personal collections, connoisseurs participated actively in 
public life “above all by travels, by writings, or works on the theory of an art,”22 thus 
making them equally a part of this dynamic public.  Dom Bédos de Celles makes a 
reference to the idea of an organ connoisseur in his work The Organ-Builder when he 
notes that his treatise on organ-building “omit[s] nothing which may be of interest to 
enthusiasts and connoisseurs.”23  Who were these connoisseurs?  How was the organ 
present in eighteenth-century writings, and how was it treated in writings of the day?  In 
addition to accounts of the organ’s public, selections from authors of important books and 
journals of the eighteenth century reveal new depths of understanding about the 
significance of this instrument in its time.   
 One of the appearances of the organ in major writings of the time is its place in 
the Encyclopédie.  The philosophers of the Enlightenment used this work to expand on 
the definition of the organ and its significance as a musical instrument.  The article 
“Orgue” of the Encyclopédie, for example, explains in great detail all of the mechanical 
functions and different potential registration combinations of an organ, emphasizing the 
fundamental role of the organist who “est maitre d’ouvrir ou fermer [les registres] que 
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l’on juge à proposo.”24  In a sense, the authors of the Encyclopédie do not participate as 
critics of organ music; the article makes little mention of the kinds of music played on an 
organ and its role in the mass.  Their interest in the organ extends only to its construction.  
However, the organ is a fundamental part of the Encyclopédie in another respect.  As the 
second longest and most well-developed article relating to music,25 the passage acts as a 
kind of guide for many other articles dealing with instrument construction or the science 
of sound.  Articles on other wind instruments, such as the trumpet or accordion, reference 
“Orgue” or articles about its stops rather than explaining how the sound is formed for 
these instruments.26  For example, the article about the oboe directs the reader to articles 
entitled “Reed Stops on the Organ” and “Trumpet, Organ Stop,” should he wish to know 
more about the function of reed instruments.27  These examples show that the organ was a 
valuable tool in the explanation of other musical instruments.   
Interestingly, the presence of the organ in the Encyclopédie extends beyond 
musical topics.  Articles related to linguistics also reference the organ and its 
construction.  For example, the article “Consonnep” mentions the organ in its description 
of the human voice.  After explaining the anatomy of the human respiratory system, the 
author notes that sound is produced by the passage of air through a narrow passage.  In a 
human being, this would be the larynx; however, to illustrate his point, the author 
compares this phenomenon to “ce qui se passe dans les instruments à vent, tels que 
l’orgue…q”28  Next, the author describes how human beings form both vowels and 
consonants.  While the consonant interrupts the flow of air and thus requires other 
analogies, the continuous sound of the vowel encourages the author to elaborate on his 
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 “is the master who opens and closes [the stops] that he believes to be appropriate” 
p
 “Consonant” 
q
 “what happens in wind instruments, such as the organ” 
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comparison of the human anatomy to the pipe organ.  He begins his explanation with the 
organ, describing how an organ pipe will produce sound for as long as the bellows 
continue to force air through its open space.  As soon as the pipe is closed or the bellows 
cease to function, however, the sound will stop.  The author then links this phenomenon 
to the creation of vowels in the human throat, noting that the continuous sound 
characteristic of vowels is analogous to the constant production of a tone from the organ 
pipe.  He even specifically compares the human lungs to organ bellows and the passage 
of air from the lungs through the larynx to the flow of air through an organ pipe.29   
This methodical analogy brings to light an important aspect of the pipe organ for 
the Encyclopedists.  Not only could the organ explain the construction of other 
instruments, but it could represent and illuminate the function of the human body and the 
production of human language.  As such, it becomes more than an instrument and grows 
more closely connected with its human listeners.  Furthermore, its use in a non-musical 
context implies that the pipe organ would have been well-known and understood among a 
wide variety of scholars and Encyclopédie readers.  Had the production of sound or the 
relationship of pipes and bellows been unknown to the general public of the 
Encyclopédie, the metaphor’s pedagogic power would have been lost.  However, the 
presence of this extended analogy demonstrates the wide scope of the pipe organ’s 
influence and affirms its place in the world of scholarly research outside of the liturgical 
sphere.  Throughout the Encyclopédie, “l’article signé ORGUE…renvoie à près d’une 
cinquantaine d’entrées et il est renvoi de plus d’une trentainer.”30  Though they might not 
have been connoisseurs of organ music, the Encyclopedists certainly appreciated and 
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 “the article entitled “Organ”…refers to about fifty entries and is referred to in more than thirty [others]” 
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employed the organ’s mechanical complexity, technical usefulness, and relationship to 
the scholars of the time. 
Other writings not only record, but also critique, the role of organ in musical 
performance.  The presence of articles dealing with organ performances in the Journal de 
musique and the Almanach musical are not surprising, considering that the goal of these 
publications was to report on musical events in Paris.  However, other more general 
works of the time also mention the organ in a critical capacity.  Mercier’s Tableaux de 
Paris is one example of a non-musical and non-liturgical source which nevertheless 
offered commentary on the organ.  Not only did this author record the reactions of the 
public to the organ as cited above, but he also offered his own opinions and reactions to 
the organ and to the famous organist Daquin.  His article is part history lesson and part 
music critique.  For example, Mercier declares that, while Daquin created perfectly 
improvised organ pieces based on various colloquial tunes, “on [les autres organistes] les 
défigure à present au point que ce ne sont plus que des ponts-neufs grossiers; on n’y 
reconnoit (sic) seulement pas le chants.”31  Further, Mercier admits to his own enjoyment 
of organ music; he himself attended the performance on the feast of Saint Paul,32 and he 
notes that the absence of organ music during the later part of the mass “me fache un 
peut.”33  As the writer of such works as the novel L’An 2440, rêve s’il en fut jamais, 
Mercier is hardly an officially recognized music critic; yet, his writings concerning the 
organ mirror the interest, critical nature, and emotional involvement of the public in 
relationship to the organ.   
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 “other organists at present disfigure them, to the point that they are nothing but crude copies; they barely 
recognize the tune” 
t
 “makes me a little mad” 
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Conclusion 
 The public of the pipe organ in late eighteenth-century Paris was, despite its 
presence and importance, not an easy group to define.  Various accounts of organ 
performances and subsequent reactions suggest that the organ attracted a public who was 
removed from the strict Roman Catholic practices and simply enjoyed music.  Though 
perhaps separated by socioeconomic barriers, this group became united in its ability to 
metaphorically pronounce judgment on new organs, organ music, and organists.  They 
also joined together in emotional cries and sighs during different performances.  Finally, 
examples of the use of organs in the works of writers with a secular, non-musical focus 
speak to the wide variety of the organ’s audience.  The Encyclopedists took advantage of 
the organ’s complex nature and gave it a fundamental role in the explanation of sound 
and instrument construction; authors such as Mercier used their books as spaces to record 
and critique organ music.  The presence of the organ in such diverse spaces reemphasizes 
the idea of a complex public who sought the organ out not for its spiritual guidance, but 
for its power as a moving musical instrument and technical marvel.   
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Conclusion 
 
As the ancien régime drew to a close, the pipe organ proved its versatility and 
universal importance by finding a balance within its associations with conflicting forces.  
On the one hand, the organ was an instrumental part of Catholic worship and participated 
fully in the liturgy of the Catholic Church.  An established part of the mass since the 
fifteenth century, the organ’s repertoire was shaped by the ceremonials published by the 
Catholic authorities and was most often heard by those who had already decided to enter 
a church.  Church officials maintained control over this performance setting by silencing 
organists whose music drew large, boisterous crowds to mass instead of providing a pious 
atmosphere of worship.  Similarly, the strongest example of a publicly-accessible pipe 
organ outside of the mass was at the Concert spirituel, which had been established in 
order to perform a strictly religious repertoire to theater enthusiasts.  The placement of 
the organ within its liturgical setting was also indicative of its role as a promoter of the 
mass.  Its elevated location opposite the altar assured further attentiveness to the service; 
its carved façade and shining pipes could not act as visual distractions during the mass, 
and its position above the heads of the people forced them to glance towards the heavens 
even as they were admiring its magnificent presence.  In a controlled, closed, and 
politicized environment such as this, the pipe organ had very little room in which to grow 
or change during the eighteenth century. 
 On the other hand, the pipe organ was able to exist within this atmosphere while 
simultaneously representing and contributing to major cultural developments outside of 
the liturgical sphere.  As the philosophes of the Enlightenment and the population of 
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Paris found less and less validity in the Catholic tradition and its mass, so did the organ 
repertoire expand to include works of secular influence both within and outside of the 
mass.  Though limited in occurrence, the use of hunting tunes and country Christmas 
songs within a Latin liturgy introduced other parts of French life into the traditional order 
of the service.  In the Concert spirituel, the organ distanced itself from its liturgical 
origins by performing works transcribed from famous Opéra performances or 
participating with the symphonic orchestra as the soloist in organ concertos.  The pipe 
organ was even adorned with carvings of musical instruments, further suggesting its 
relationship to secular groups such as the symphonic orchestra.  Examples such as these 
show that, while partially a liturgical instrument, the pipe organ brought to life a 
repertoire apart from that of the Catholic Church.   
Additionally, while the position of the organ perpetuated its link to the Church, its 
ornately carved façade and equilibrium between protective wood and shining tin created 
the natural balance desired by the philosophes and sought by secular decorators 
throughout the Rococo period.  The smiling faces of cherubs, leaves, Grecian columns, 
and young maidens of these styles drew from the current secular style of architecture and 
decoration, reminding the viewer of the typical style of the day rather than deflecting all 
decorative purpose.  The exposed pipes of the organ also contributed the continued 
perception of it as an instrument of music and not a work of art solely designed for 
liturgical purposes.  Though not permitted to be the visual focus of the mass, the organ’s 
façade was beautiful in and of itself if it happened to catch someone’s eye.   
The organ also participated in the eighteenth-century quest for order and 
knowledge.  Though they stood opposed to the elitist and patriarchal Church, the 
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philosophes used the pipe organ in their Encyclopédie as a complex technical mechanism.  
Sounds and structures of other, simpler instruments were explained through the use of the 
article regarding the construction of the pipe organ, which itself was lengthy and 
possessed numerous planches.  Furthermore, certain articles linked the pipe organ to the 
human anatomy, using its pipes to explain the production of human speech.  Instead of 
rejecting the organ on religious grounds, Diderot and his contemporaries took advantage 
of intricate inner workings and master craftsmanship to further their own work as they 
strove to categorize and record human knowledge. 
Finally, the organ affirmed the presence of a critical musical public and social 
center.  As art salons and public concerts had encouraged a more diverse group of 
listeners to share the same emotional and critical reactions, so did pipe organ 
performances gradually attract a specific group of music enthusiasts.  This group, often 
referred to as a ‘Public’ in primary source articles, was comprised of the non-religious 
patron who attended masses, inaugural organ performances, and the Concert spirituel for 
the purposes of hearing the organ and following favorite organists.  Reports of crowded 
church aisles and physical shivers of delight emphasize the importance of the organ 
music for the people of the time.  Though the arrangement of the room or the imposition 
of ticket fees limited the freedom of ideas and the variety of social status among this 
public, it can be confirmed that the organ did develop a musical following and, 
furthermore, encouraged the listeners to respond.  In doing so, the organ was no longer 
hidden in the back of the church, but rather was welcomed into eighteenth-century culture 
by the same public who ultimately rejected pious religion. 
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Epilogue:  The Organ after the Ancien Régime 
The dual nature of the organ—controlled religious icon and independent musical 
instrument—faltered under the violence of the Revolution.  Its continued ties to the 
Church, both as a physical possession and a participant in worship, were exemplified 
during the acquisition of ecclesiastic goods by the State.  The first years of the National 
Assembly’s governance separated religion from politics and used the rich resources of the 
church to finance its own aims and support its people.1  One account from the period 
remembers the inhabitation of Saint Roch by soldiers of the new Republic during the 
winter of 1795, who burned all of the wooden objects in the church in order to stay warm.  
As a part of the Catholic tradition, this destruction extended to the organ; during the same 
winter, many of the organ pipes in Saint Roch were melted down to make bullets for the 
soldiers.2  That same year, a government administrator responsible for the liquidation of 
ecclesiastic property considered the value of both the organ’s pipes and its woodwork, 
wondering whether he should assess these instruments based upon “ces boiseries 
magnifiques, chefs-d’oeuvres de sculpture où sont placés les tuyaux…[ou les] 
instrument[s] dans [leur] ensemblea.”3  The organ’s many dualities—religious or secular, 
art or music, possessed or independent—still existed during the Revolution and continued 
to be a part of its identity.  
Whereas it was the religious nature of the organ that led the revolutionaries to 
consider selling or destroying it, the music and artistic value of the instrument ultimately 
prevailed.  In a letter to the Assembly regarding the value of organs to the new Republic, 
Balbastre recommended that the organs of many well-known Parisian churches be 
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 “the magnificent woodwork of these cases, masterpieces of sculpture where the pipes are placed…[or the] 
instruments in their entirety” 
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conserved for their artistic as well as persuasive value.  Among the organs “dont la 
conservation peut intéresser les artsb,”4 Balbastre cites the instrument of Saint Roch, Saint 
Sulpice, Saint Germain d’Auxerrois, and Notre Dame Cathedral.  Thanks to his input, 
around 20 organs were preserved for the enjoyment of future generations5.  However, it 
was not the pleasing façade or the Christmas noëls which contributed to the Assembly’s 
interest and thus saved the organ from destruction.  Rather, it was the essential power of 
the organ to capture the public attention that fascinated the new leaders.  Balbastre, an 
organist so well known for his soul-stirring improvisations, began to improvise versions 
of revolutionary tunes such as Ça Ira and La Marseillaise on the organ, hoping to 
persuade the government of the organ’s new allegiance and its power to lead Paris into a 
new political era.6 
Furthermore, those responsible for the auctioning of Church property ultimately 
concluded that the organ cases were nothing but intricate works of art and, as such, could 
have no better use than to be liquidated for the good of the government.  However, as had 
the organ’s public of the ancien régime, the pipes and their music held a very different 
significance.  One government official responded to the above query of his colleague by 
writing that,  
“lorsque la bonté (sic) des tuyaux, une belle qualité de son s’y 
trouvent réunîtes, vous ne devés (sic) pas hésiter à le conserver… puisqu’il 
doit être l’objet d’utilité publique d’autant plus avangateux (sic), qu’il 
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 “whose conservation can interest the arts” 
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facilitera les moyens de perfectionner cet art sublime qui a tant de pouvoir 
sur l’âme et qui doit faire partie de l’éducation républicainec.”7   
In such a response, the writer emphasized both the physical beauty and the 
powerful music of the organ.  Any attachments to the Catholic Church and the 
institutions of the ancien régime were forgotten in the face of the organ’s intrinsic power 
to capture the attention of the people and to draw them to the service of the Republic.  Its 
performances of songs closely associated with the new Republic had the power to teach 
the people about the new government and its ideals, as well as encourage them to follow 
and contribute to this up-and-coming form of democracy.  Even after its return to the 
mass and liturgical music in the nineteenth century, the pipe organ continued to evolve 
and participate in its various spheres of influence.  Though placed in a very different 
context, this epilogue to the pipe organ’s eighteenth-century story maintains that the 
organ continued to follow the social and political climate past the age of the 
Enlightenment into the future, both as a symbol of a greater power and an instrument 
destined to be admired by many. 
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 “when the beauty of the pipes and a lovely quality of sound are found to be united, you must not hesitate 
to conserve it [the pipe organ]…since it can be used much more advantageously in the public sphere; it will 
facilitate improvement of this sublime art which has such power over the soul and which must be a part of 
the Republican education” 
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Appendix A:  Images 
 
Fig. 1.  The organ of Saint Louis des Invalides, Paris.  1687. 
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  15 July 2008. 
 
 
Fig. 2.  The Organ of Notre Dame des Victoires, Paris.  1739. 
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  15 July 2008. 
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Fig. 3.  The Organ of Saint Séverin.  1745.  
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  15 July 2008. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  The Organ of Saint Roch.  1751. 
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  15 July 2008. 
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Fig. 5.  The Organ of Saint Gervais.  1759. 
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  15 July 2008. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.  The Organ  of Saint Sulpice.  1781. 
 Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  8 July 2008. 
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Fig. 7.  An Example of the Organ Seen from the Nave 
Saint Sulpice.  1781. 
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  15 July 2008. 
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Fig. 8. “Idea for a Large Organ Case with No Visible Pipes” 
Dom Bédos de Celles, The-Organ Builder, diagram LXXIX 
Personal photograph of Laura Wagstaff.  5 November 2009. 
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Fig. 9.  Floor Plan of the Tuileries Palace, Including the Salle des Cents Suisses.  1662-
1763. 
Excerpt from Heartz 242. 
 
 
 
Fig. 10.  Arrangement of the Salle des Cents Suisses, 1748. 
The rectangular box at the back of the orchestra represents the organ. 
Heartz 243. 
 
